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Staying healthy doesn’t just 
mean eating healthy foods. 

It also means being active to 
keep healthy and strong. 
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I like to stay healthy by 
playing Inuit games. 

I stretch my legs and arms 
before I start.
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I like to jump as high as I can. 
The one-foot high kick is 

one of my favourites.
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I like to wrestle like a muskox. 
My brother and I do the

muskox push. 
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I like to jump on one foot. 
I do the owl hop on one foot 

as long as I can.
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I like to do the back push. 
I do the back push with my 

younger brother. 
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I like to do the kneel jump. 
I try to go as far as I can.
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I really like playing Inuit games. 
It keeps me healthy and strong! 
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